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The radiative decays of J/qJ into fy, f'7, Irn7 and KK3, have been measured using the double arm spectrometer DASP at 
DORIS. We findB(J/O -~ f7) = (J/~ ~ f~/)/(J/O + all) = (0.9 ± 0.3) X 10 -3 to (1.5 -+ 0.4) × 10 -3 depending on the multi- 
pole mode of the J/¢ decay and that B(J/,~ -'* f'7)/B(J/~ ~ f'Y) < 1/3. 

The large rate of  some J /~  radiative decays [1,2] 
(e.g. J /~  ~ r/7, */'3') and the small rate of  others 
(e.g. J /~  --* rr07) suggests [3] the possibility of ace  
quark component  in the r/, r /mesons .  The study of 
further J /~  radiative decays will test these ideas and, 
if correct, can be used to determine the ce content of 
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other "o ld"  mesons. In this note we report  on a mea- 
surement of  J /~  decays into rrny and KK7 final states 
using the DASP detector at DORIS. 

A detailed description of  DASP has been given else- 
where [ 1,4]. It consists of  two identical magnetic 
spectrometers posit ioned symmetrically with respect 
to the interaction point  (outer detector,  A~2 ~ 0.9 sr) 
and a nonmagnetic detector located between the mag- 
nets (inner detector,  kg2 ~ 9 sr). The spectrometer 
arms provide high momentum resolution and good par. 
ticle identification by time of flight, shower energy, 
and range measurement [4].  The inner detector can 
separate charged particles and photons and determine 
their direction with an accuracy of  about one degree 

[11. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Dalitz plot for e+e - --+ J/t) ---, rr+rr-~ events with ×2 
< 20. (b) rr+n - invariant mass distribution for n+n-7 with x 2 
< 20. The shaded area represents events with ×2 < 6. The line 
represents reflection from #+-rr ~ events as calculated by Monte- 
Carlo (×2 < 6). (c) ~r-*q, invariant mass distribution for ~r+rr-9 • 
events with ×2 < 20. Only the low-mass m7 combination is 
shown. 

The total c.m. energy E was required to be in the in- 
terval 3.086 < E <  3,098 GeV centered at the J /~  
mass. A total of  1.71 × 106 J /~  events were produced 
in this energy region. Candidates for e+e - --, J/~ 
-+ f7 ( f ~  n + n - )  were sought among events with a 
photon plus two charged particles of which at least one 
had its momentum measured by the outer  detector 
and was identified as a pion. A computer  algorithm 
was used to preselect as nTr'), candidates events with at 
least one outer detector  track and two or three addi- 
tional inner detector  tracks (charged or neutral). For  
these events all possible track permutations were fitted 
to the hypothesis J /~  -+ ~Tr'), (2C fit). Thus, for an 
event with one outer and 3 inner tracks all three pos- 
sible inner track combinations were tried with both 
photon or pion mass assignments making six fits alto- 
gether. Only events for which at least one combina- 
tion yielded a X 2 < 20.0 were retained. These were 
then scanned by physicists for the appropriate event 
topology to verify the track reconstruction and identi- 
fication as provided by the computer  programs. Out 
of 1116 scanned events, 350 were found to be consis- 
tent with the hypothesis J /~  -+ nTr7 (X 2 < 20.0). Most 
of  the rejected events had more than three particles in 
the final state. 

The Dalitz plot  for the nn'), events is shown in fig, 
la. A strong concentration of  events is seen near the 
boundaries which corresponds to low ~Tn or n?  masses. 
The invariant nTr and n7 mass distributions are plot ted 
in figs. 1 b and c where enhancements are seen at the 
rho mass. A significant enhancement around 1250 
MeV (f region) is also seen in the nn mass distribution 
(figs. l a  and b). Since J /~  _+ p0,), is forbidden by 
charge conjugation, we assume that the enhancements 
in the rho region are due to 

J/~k -* rrOP 0 Qr 0 --> 3'30, ( l a )  

o r  

j / ~  _. n+p~ (p~ ~ n~n0, 7r 0 _.. 7"r), ( l b )  

where one 7 from 7r 0 decay escaped detection. This in- 
terpretation is supported by the charged pion angular 
distribution for effective nn and lr'y masses in the rho 
region. These distributions (not  shown here) are rough- 
ly proport ional  to sin20 as expected for reactions ( l a )  
and ( lb ) .  The X 2 distributions for J /~  ~ nn7 events 
in the O 0 (rn2~ ~< 1.0 GeV 2) plus O -+ (m 2 ~< 1.0 GeV 2) 
bands and in the f (1 .0  ~<m 2 ~< 2.0 GeV2) band are 
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l:ig. 2. x 2 distributions for 7r+~r-~y events (a) in the po band 
(m~7 r < 1.0 GeV ~) or in the o*- band (m~7 < 1.0 GeV 2) 
(b) in the f band (1.0 GeV ~ < rn~1 r < 2.0 GeV2). The lines 
represent the expected distributions in these bands as calcu- 
lated by Monte-Carlo. 

plot ted in figs. 2a, b. The distribution for events in the 
p-band is much wider than expected for a 2C fit, 
whereas events in the f-band are in agreement with the 
expected distribution for J /~  ~ 7rTr 7. This shows that 
the 1250 MeV peak corresponds to genuine 7rTr'), 
events. The width and mass of the 1250 MeV peak are 
consistent with being the f. We therefore attribute the 
peak to 

J / ~  --> f 7  ~ ~r+~r - 7. ( 2 )  

Monte-Carlo calculations which simulated reactions 
(1 a), (1 b) and (2) were used to calculate the detection 
efficiency for the decay J/O ~ f7 and for the back- 
ground below the f peak. Gaussian distributed errors, 
derived from the experimental data, were imposed on 
the Monte-Carlo events which were fi t ted to J/O-~ 7rTr 7 
using the same routines as for the data. Masses and 
widths from the Particle Data Group (Mf = 1.271 GeV, 
Ff = 0.180 GeV, M o = 0.773 GeV and ['p = 0.152 
GeV) were used. For  f production the form of  the an- 
gular distribution I(O, ~, X, ~), where 0, 0 and X, ~ re- 
fer to the f production and decay angles in the helicity 
frame respectively * ~, is not unique. We therefore tried 
I(0, ~, X, ~) = const, and distributions expected for 
pure El ,  M2 and E3 transition in J/~b ~ f3 ,*~ . For p 
production (vector ~ vector + pseudoscalar) the angu- 
lar distribution I c~ sin2x(1 + cos20 + sin20 cos 2if) 

was used. The numbers n i of fT, P 07r0 and p~Tr ~ 
events, detected as 7rTrT's, (i = 1, 2, 3, respectively) 
were then calculated in the following way. First the 
Dalitz plot was divided into four regions: the f band 
(1.0 GeV 2 < m27r < 2.0 GeV2), the p0 band (m2~r 
< 1.0 GeV 2) the p-* band (rn27 < 1.0 GeV2), and the 
rest of  the Dalitz plot. Then the fractions O~ik of f, p0 
and O ± events to be observed as 7r~r3,'s in each region 
(k = 1, 2, 3) were calculated. Finally, the ni's were ob- 
tained by solving the equations ~ u i k n  i = m k (k = 1 ,2 ,  
3), where m k is the number of  observed 7rTr7 events in 
the kth region. We find that more than 90% of  the ob- 
served events are due to reactions ( l a ) ,  ( l b )  and (2). 

The same fit yields (30.4 "2-- 6.6) f~, events, detected 
as torT's, in our experiment.  Computing the Monte- 
Carlo efficiency for an isotropic f production and de- 
cay, and normalizing to the J/O -*/~+~- events ob- 
served in the same experiment,  we find ~ a B ( J / ~  ~ fT) 
= (1.1 +- 0.3) X l0 -3 .  For pure E l ,  M2 and E3 J/ff 
-* f7 transitions we obtain B ( J / ~  -* f~) = (0.9 -+ 0.3) 
X 10 .3  , (1.5 + 0.4) X 10 -3 and (1.0 +- 0.3) X 10 -3 ,  
respectively. The errors in the branching ratio contain 
statistical and systematic uncertainties. This procedure 
was repeated with different X 2 cuts and fiducial re- 
gions, on both the data and Monte-Carlo events, yield- 
ing the same results within errors. 

As a consistency check, we determined from our 
data the p07r0 and p+-Tr ~ branching ratios which have 
been measured previously [ 5 - 8 ]  t4 .  Repeating the 

4~1 To be more specific, 0 is the angle between the f and the 
e + in the e+e - frame, x and tk are the polar and azimuthal 
angles of the n ÷ in the f helicity frame, i.e. in the cartesian 
system with unit vectors )(, l 2, Z', where Z~ is opposite to 
the q, direction, 12 parallel to (e+xT) and )~ = (Y X Z), all 
in the f rest frame. 

,2 Explicit expressions for I(0, 40, x, 4) are: 

El: (l/1601r)[3T1 + 18T2 + 18T3 +3T4 +6Ts - 18T6], 

M2: (1/160¢r)[ 15T] + tOT2 + 10T3 +5T4 - 10T5 + 10Tr], 

E3: (1/160rr)[12Tl + 32T2 + 2T3 -8 / '4  +4Ts +87'61, 

where: 
yO 12 Tl=(l+cos20)l  2 ,T2=sin201Yll2,  

T3 = (1 + eos20)l Y~t 2, T4 = , ,~ sin 20 Re(Y 1 yO*), 

Ts = xf6-sin20 Re(Y~Y°*), T6 = sin 20 Re(y~yI*) ,  

,3 We have used B(J[t) --* ~+p-) = 0.069 + 0.009 as given by 
Boyarski et al. [12], and B(f ~ n+rr -) = 0.54. 

,4 See following page. 
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Fig. 3. (a) rr+n - invariant mass distribution for ~r+n-'r events 
with ×2 < 6 and rn~3, > 1.2 GeV 2 for both rr3, combinations. 
(b) K+K - invariant mass distribution for K+K-,) , events with 
×2 < 20. The shaded area represents K+K-,r events with ×2 
< 6 and m~,y > 1.2 GeV 2 for both Kq, combinations. 

above procedure yields B(J/t~ ~ p0zr0) = (0.43 -+ 0. I 0) 
X 10 -2  andB(J/¢~ -+p±zr ~) = (0.93 + 0.18) X 10 -2  . 
These values are in good agreement with B(J /~  
~p-+zr ~) = (0.78 -+ 0.19) X 10 -2  as measured by 
DASP [5] using the outer detector only and with 
B(J /~  -+ pTr) = (1,3 -+ 0.3) X 10 _2 as given in ref. [6]. 

Our values for B(J /~  ~ fT) are smaller but still con- 
sistent within errors with an earlier measurement of 
(2.0 + 0.7) × 10 -3 by the PLUTO Collaboration [8]. 

Comparing the radiative decay to the related strong 
decay J /~  ~ fco, we find 

B(JI~  --> fT) PS(fco) 
Rf = B ( J ~  ~ fco) PS(f7) ~ 0.5, 

where PS(fco)/PS(fT) = 0.89 is a small correction due 
to the different phase space. The ratio Rf  was eval- 
uated for B(J/~b ~ fT) = 1.1 X 10 -3 and using the val- 
ue for B(J/ff -+ fco)given in ref. [9] +s. The same Rf 

t4 By measuring the final state zrrr3,q, (both photons detected) 
Sander [7] finds B(J/~p --,p±rr ~7) = (0.99 -+ 0.24) X 10 -2 and 
B(J/tp --,p°rr°) = (0.39 -+ 0.15) X 10 -2 in good agreement 
with the present results. 

~:s The value of B(J/¢ --* rtnw) for mrrrt > 1.6 GeV was derived 
by multiplyingB(J/qJ ---, rtrrw) = (6.8 -+ 1.9) X 10 -3 by the 
ratio of rrrtw events with m,nr r > 1.6 GeV to all rrrtco events 
and correcting for the change in efficiency in the high rnnr r 
region (F. Vannucci, private communication). 

value is obtained using B(J /~  -+ f3") and B(J/~  ~ fco) 

from refs. [8] mad [10]. This value f o r Rf i s  of order 
l ,  whereas vector dominance with co predicts a value 
of the order of 10 -3 . Also note that the branching ra- 
tio B(J /~  ~ f'),) is similar to the values measured for 
J /~  ~ r73' and J/~ -+ r/'3'. This may indicate [8] that 
the wave function of the f also contains a small ce com- 
ponent  and that the radiative decay proceeds via this 
component as has been conjectured for the r/and r/' de- 
cays. 

We have also determined the branching ratio for 
J /~  -+ 7r+zr-3 , for 7r+Tr - masses outside the f-region. 

For zrTr 7 events with m~r~r < 1,0 GeV (e region) we 
find that all events are consistent with p0¢r0 decays as 
can be deduced from the amount ofp-+lr ~ events with 
the same X 2 and m ~  r cuts. However, with the extreme 
pessimistic assumption that all events with X 2 < 6.0 in 
this mass region are genuine radiative decays an upper 
limit o fB(J /~  ~ 7r+Tr-7) = (0.7 + 0.2) X 10 -3 is ob- 

tained for rn ,~ < 1.0 GeV. 
The radiative decay into a 7rTr system with a mass 

above 1.6 GeV was determined by selecting events 
with X 2 < 6.0 and m2, r > 1.2 GeV 2. The resulting zrTr 
mass distribution is plotted in fig. 3a. A total of 12 
events with rnrrTr > 1.6 GeV satisfied the cuts. By com- 
paring the experimental X 2 distribution for these 

events with the distributions predicted for 7r+Tr-7 and 
7r+Tr -Tr 0, we estimated a radiative signal of 6.1 -+ 3.9 

events. To evaluate the detection efficiencies including 
corrections resulting from the cuts on X 2 and the 7r7 

mass, we assumed that the 7rlr system is produced and 
decays isotropically. This yields a branching ratio of 
B(J /~  -+ 7r+Tr-') ') = (1.7 -+ 1.1) X 10 _4 for rn~r~r > 1.6 
GeV. 

A procedure similar to the one described above was 
used to select K+K-q  , events. Events with a photon 
plus two charged tracks of which at least one was iden- 
tified as a kaon were fitted to the hypothesis J /~  

K + K - 7  (2C fit). The K+K - invariant mass distribu- 
tion is shown in fig. 3b for all events with X 2 < 20.0, 
and for events with X 2 < 6.0 and m2~ > 1.2 GeV 2 
(shaded area), The m2K~, cut was introduced to elimi- 
nate K±K~*(890) reflections. We find 4 events (X 2 
< 6) with a KK mass between 1.553 and 1,572 GeV 
which differ by 40 to 60 MeV from the f ' (1516) mass 
compared to an experimental mass resolution at this 
mass value of ~25 MeV. The branching ratio J /~ ~ f'3' 
was therefore evaluated for two extreme possibilities: 
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Table 1 
Radiative decay modes of the 1/~(3095) into 7rlry and KK'r. 

Reaction rrrr(KK) Angular Branching 
mass region distribution a) ratio 

J/O -+ f7 lsotropy 
El 
M2 
E3 

J/¢ --+ f '7 lsotropy 

J/t~ --~ "tr+rr-',/ % 1.0 GeV lso t ropy 
> 1.6 GeV Isotropy 

J/~ ~ K+K-7 > 1.6 GeV Isotropy 

(1,1 ± 0.3) × 10 -3 
(0.9 ±0.3) × 10 -3 
(1.5 -+ 0.4) × 10 - 3  

(1.0 -+0.3) Y 10 -3 

< 0.34 × 10 .3 

~< 0.7 × 10 -3 
(0.17 + 0.11) x 10 . 3  

< 0.25 × 10 -3 

a) Isotropy denotes an isotropic distribution for both production and decay except for ]/~ ~ rm7 with man < 1.0 GeV, where a 
production distribution of 1 + cos20 was used. 

(1) we have no candidates for J / ~  -+ f ' y  ( f '  -+ K+K - )  

which yields 46 a 90% confidence upper l imit  B ( J / f  
+ f ' 7 )  = 1.9 × 10 - 4 ,  (2) assuming all 4 events are gen- 

uine f ' 7  events we obtain  46 B ( J / f  -+ f ' 7 )  = (3.4 -+ 1.8) 

X 10 -4 .  This yields B(J/t) -+ f '7 ) /B(J /~  ~ fy )  ~< 0.3. 

Pure singlet mixing with ce would  give B(J/~  -+ f '3 ') /  

B ( J / f  --* fT) = 0.5 [11] ,  which is not  inconsistent  with 

the upper limit.  However ,  note that  this predict ion is 

rather doubtful  since the similar branching ratios 

found for r/7 and r / 7  indicate that  the mixing does not  

respect the SU(3) assignment. For mKK > 1.6 GeV we 
find 7 events with X 2 < 6 yielding B ( J / f  -+ K + K - 7 )  

= (2.5 -+ 1.0) X 10 -4 .  This should be taken as an up- 

per limit since the data have not  been corrected for 

possible background.  
Our results for the branching ratios are summarized 

in table 1. 
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46 Isotropic production and decay of the f '  and B(f' -, K+K -) 
= 0.5 were assumed. 
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